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Power tools

Code E 1113 8320 E 1113/832 Each  1.677,00  1

Absorbed power W 710
Idle speed rpm 1000÷1500
Idle stroke triangular head 3000÷4500/min
Weight kg 4,8

Long-necked sander with variable length and designed for two types of head: 
round head Ø 225 mm, for fast works on large surfaces, and a triangular head to 
easily reach corners and far-away edges, allowing for immediate finishing without using
ladders or scaffoldings
Suitable for polishing plaster walls, insulating polystyrene panels, works for painting
and polishing preparation 
Electronics with progressive start-up, rpm stabilization, rpm pre-selection through 
wheel and overload protection
Ergonomic and balanced, it always ensures a perfect grip to work with reduced effort
Heads with perimeter brush and universal joint to adapt to every corner and
inclination and not to damage surfaces 
With direct dust suction, that can be directed to a vacuum cleaner connected
through an attachment placed at the end of the tube 
Adjustable length from 1330 to 1730 mm through back telescopic handle
Carbon brushes with automatic stop before compete wear
Supplied with one head complete with 1 triangular polishing head, 1 round polishing head, 1 
dust suction tube, 4 m long Ø 32 mm and abrasive paper

«Vario-Giraffe®» - Wall and ceiling sander

Abrasive paper for «Vario-Giraffa» sander E 1113/832
For polishing, smoothing and finishing grooves on plaster and masonry
In 25 pcs. packs (10 pcs. for grain 16)
E 1113/84  - Round type Ø 225 mm
E 1113/841 - Triangular type, dimensions 300x250 mm
Grain 16 40 60 80 100 120 150 180 220
Code E 1113 .... 8401 8402 8403 8404 8405 8406 8407 8408 8409
E 1113/84 The pack  67,75 60,50 62,25 61,25 60,50 60,50 60,50 60,50 60,50
Code E 1113 .... 8411 8412 8411 8414 8415 8416 8417 8418 8419
E 1113/841 The pack  88,50 99,25 112,75 107,50 108,25 103,50 103,50 103,50 103,50

Abrasive discs in silicon carbide Ø 225 mm for «Giraffe E 1113/86
To remove thick layers of washable paint, polishing wall patchings, removing writings on walls etc.
Grain 16 36 60
Code E 1113 8701 E 1113 8702 E 1113 8703
E 1113/87 The pack  43,70 94,75 75,25
In pack of pcs. 10 25 25

Perforated abrasive discs with velcro Ø 225 mm for «Giraffe E 1113/86
For smoothing, polishing and finishing plaster and masonry
In 25 pcs. pack
Grain 60 80 100 120 150 180 220
Code E 1113 .... 8712 8713 8714 8715 8716 8717 8718
E 1113/871 The pack  118,50 118,50 118,50 118,50 118,50 118,50 118,50

Foam rubber backing pad for application of abrasive discs
Code E 1113 8770 E 1113/877 Each  34,90  5

Code E 1113 8600 E 1113/86 Each  1.542,00  1

Abrasive disc max Ø mm 225
Absorbed power W 500
Idle speed rpm 1100 ÷ 1650
Total length mm 1520
Weight kg 3,9

Ideal for internal finishing works (sanding, smoothing, removing old paint etc.) on walls and 
ceilings without using ladders or scaffoldings
Electronics with stabilization and continuous rpm pre-selection, progressive start-up and 
overload protection - Switch for anti-dust protection
Light, only 3,9 kg, handy (aluminium tube) and comfortable, it allows for less tiring and more 
ergonomic work
With straight head edge suitable for working on flat joints between wall/wall and wall/ceiling, 
without work interruptions
Swivel polishing head, for high flexibility: suitable for every kind of surface
With Clip-FLEX system on the tube for connecting to FLEX vacuum cleaner
Optimal weight distribution for easy steering, an additional handle can be mounted as accessory
To be used with tear-off abrasive paper for an excellent dust suction across the whole line and 
to leave the surface almost completely clean and ready for the next work
Supplied with transport case, with supersoft Velcro backing disc, clip quick fastening ring, 1 
aspiration tube 4 m Ø 32 mm with push attachment and sleeve for air regulation

«Giraffe» - long-necked sander

360° triangular head

Smooth corners and edges
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